**ZoGuard Plus for Dogs**

**Rapid elimination of chewing lice infestation**

**Kills**

- Brown dog ticks
- American dog ticks
- Lone star ticks
- Ticks including those that may transmit Lyme disease
- Fleas
- Kills Ticks including those that may transmit Lyme disease & prevents the development of flea pupae life cycle.

**Contains Fipronil and (S)-methoprene IGR, the active ingredients used in FRONTLINE® Plus for Dogs**

**DUAL ACTION!**

**Effectively Breaks the Flea Life Cycle**

- **FLEA EGGS**
- **FLEA LARVAE**
- **FLEA PUPAE**
- **FLEA ADULT**

**FOR DOGS**

**Can be used on breeding, pregnant and lactating dogs**

**Long-lasting**

**Fast-acting**

**Controls mites that may cause sarcoptic mange**

**Kills**

- Brown dog ticks
- American dog ticks
- Lone star ticks
- Ticks including those that may transmit Lyme disease
- Fleas
- Prevents the development of flea pupae life cycle.

**How to Apply**

1. Remove product tubes from the package.
2. Separate one tube from the others. Hold the tube with notched end pointing up and away from the face and body. Use scissors to cut off the narrow end at the notches along the line. Remove product tubes from the package. Separate one tube from the others. Hold the tube with notched end pointing up and away from the face and body. Use scissors to cut off the narrow end at the notches along the line.
3. Invert tube over dog and use open end to part dog’s hair. Squeeze tube firmly to apply all of the solution to the dog’s skin, as directed below. Do not apply more often than once every 4 weeks. Do not use multiple tubes on one dog. Weigh your dog to be sure you are applying the right dose formulated for the weight of your dog. Separate the treated dog from all other dogs and cats for 24 hours after treatment has been applied. Apply ZoGuard™ Plus for Dogs monthly for complete control of flea, tick, and chewing lice. ZoGuard™ Plus for Dogs remains effective even after exposure to light and moisture for up to 1 month on dogs.

**In case of Emergency**

- Call a poison control center or a doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have the following information ready: Product name, product ingredients, Formulation, Lot number (located on the package), Date of Manufacture, Weight of animal, Symptoms, Diagnosis, Treatment administered, Date of exposure.

**To Prevent Harm to You and Your Dog, Read Entire Label Before Each Use.**

**Directions for Use**

- **How to Open**
  1. Remove product tubes from the package.
  2. Separate one tube from the others. Hold the tube with notched end pointing up and away from the face and body. Use scissors to cut off the narrow end at the notches along the line.
- **How to Apply**
  1. Invert tube over dog and use open end to part dog’s hair. Squeeze tube firmly to apply all of the solution to the dog’s skin, as directed below. Do not apply more often than once every 4 weeks. Do not use multiple tubes on one dog. Weigh your dog to be sure you are applying the right dose formulated for the weight of your dog. Separate the treated dog from all other dogs and cats for 24 hours after treatment has been applied. Apply ZoGuard™ Plus for Dogs monthly for complete control of flea, tick, and chewing lice. ZoGuard™ Plus for Dogs remains effective even after exposure to light and moisture for up to 1 month on dogs.

**Precautions**

- **HAZARDS TO HUMANS. CAUTION.**
  - Call a poison control center or a doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have the following information ready: Product name, product ingredients, Formulation, Lot number (located on the package), Date of Manufacture, Weight of animal, Symptoms, Diagnosis, Treatment administered, Date of exposure.
- **HAZARDS TO DOMESTIC ANIMALS.**
  - Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions.
- **HAZARDS TO WEEKLY SUPPLY:**
  - **Fleas:**
    - **FLEA EGGS**
    - **FLEA LARVAE**
    - **FLEA PUPAE**
    - **FLEA ADULT**
  - **DUAL ACTION!**
    - **Fipronil with (S)-methoprene IGR**
  - **CONTAINER DISPOSAL:**
    - Only For Dogs
  - **EPA EST. NO. 2517-NE-001**

**Storage and Disposal**

- **CONTAINER DISPOSAL:**
  - Only For Dogs
  - If in Eyes:
    - Gently instill 1 to 2 teaspoons of saline solution or cool water into the eye, or gently pat the eye shut. If irritation persists, call a doctor.
  - If swallowed:
    - Immediately give 1 to 2 glasses of cool water. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a doctor. If symptoms occur, immediately feed your dog and continue to monitor your dog for the next 24 hours.
  - **Before Each Use. Follow All Precautions Carefully.**
    - Do not use on cats, rabbits or animals other than dogs. Do not allow your dog to ingest this product. Do not use on puppies under 8 weeks of age. Do not use on dogs under 4 weeks of age. Do not use on dogs for 24 hours after treatment has been applied. Keep cats away from treated dogs for 24 hours. If applied to a cat or ingested by a cat, contact your veterinarian. Do not use on a dog that is being treated with any other product for skin or coat problems. Do not use multiple products on your dog at the same time. Do not use on the dog’s skin, as directed below. Do not apply more often than once every 4 weeks. Do not use multiple tubes on one dog. Weigh your dog to be sure you are applying the right dose formulated for the weight of your dog. Separate the treated dog from all other dogs and cats for 24 hours after treatment has been applied. Apply ZoGuard™ Plus for Dogs monthly for complete control of flea, tick, and chewing lice. ZoGuard™ Plus for Dogs remains effective even after exposure to light and moisture for up to 1 month on dogs.

**FREQUENCY OF APPLICATION**

- **Treatment 1:**
  - **45-88 lbs**
    - **3 MONTH TRACKER**
      - **SUPPLY**
        - **MONTH**
          - **DAY**
            - **YY**

**Additional Precautionary Statements.**

- Review entire label and follow directions for each product before using. Do not mix or combine with other products. Do not use on a dog that is being treated with any other product for skin or coat problems. Do not use on a dog that is being treated with any other product for skin or coat problems. Do not use multiple products on your dog at the same time. Do not use on the dog’s skin, as directed below. Do not apply more often than once every 4 weeks. Do not use multiple tubes on one dog. Weigh your dog to be sure you are applying the right dose formulated for the weight of your dog. Separate the treated dog from all other dogs and cats for 24 hours after treatment has been applied. Apply ZoGuard™ Plus for Dogs monthly for complete control of flea, tick, and chewing lice. ZoGuard™ Plus for Dogs remains effective even after exposure to light and moisture for up to 1 month on dogs.

**EPA Registration No. 2517-NE-001**

**Three 0.091 fl oz (2.68 mL) Applicators**

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**

- **How to Open**
  1. Remove product tubes from the package.
  2. Separate one tube from the others. Hold the tube with notched end pointing up and away from the face and body. Use scissors to cut off the narrow end at the notches along the line.
- **How to Apply**
  1. Invert tube over dog and use open end to part dog’s hair. Squeeze tube firmly to apply all of the solution to the dog’s skin, as directed below. Do not apply more often than once every 4 weeks. Do not use multiple tubes on one dog. Weigh your dog to be sure you are applying the right dose formulated for the weight of your dog. Separate the treated dog from all other dogs and cats for 24 hours after treatment has been applied. Apply ZoGuard™ Plus for Dogs monthly for complete control of flea, tick, and chewing lice. ZoGuard™ Plus for Dogs remains effective even after exposure to light and moisture for up to 1 month on dogs.

**3 MONTH TRACKER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>MM</th>
<th>DP</th>
<th>YY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Three 0.091 fl oz (2.68 mL) Applicators**

**Keep Out of Reach of Children.**